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This item is currently 
unavailable.
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We innovate each moment to help build safer cities 
and thriving businesses

We provide the situational awareness first 
responders need when a moment brings 
catastrophe.  In order to improve efficiency 
and accelerate decision making, you need 
devices that work together seamlessly and 
share information effortlessly. That's why 
we're building future-ready devices with 
innovative capabilities such as fast proximity 
pairing using mission-critical Bluetooth™ 
technology and applications that streamline 
information between all users and their 
various devices. 

Governments build safer cities

READ MORE

Manufacturers can better manage production 
costs and more efficiently move goods to their 
customers. Our solutions are helping keep 
miners and oil rig workers safe, while 
maximizing efficiencies across the operations. 
They are enabling hotels and retailers to offer 
guests memorable experiences and helping 
businesses move goods and people as 
efficiently as possible.

Companies build stronger businesses

READ MORE

Hi Customer!
View Account >>

5 Recent Orders
View  All Orders >>

5 Open Cases
View All Cases >>
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